CIRCULAR

An interface is proposed in the first week of July 2010 in order to select Post Graduate and Trained Graduate Teachers from the serving Post Graduate and Trained Graduate Teachers in government schools to post them against the vacant posts/Replacement of Post Graduate and Trained Graduate Teachers in some RPVVs.

Interested serving Post Graduate and Trained Graduate teachers of government schools may apply for their posting in RPVVs through interface. The eligibility conditions for applying for the said posts of Post Graduate and Trained Graduate Teachers in RPVVs are as follows-

1. **For the post of Post Graduates Teachers** –
   Any Post Graduates Teacher working in any non-RPVV government school having an experience of at least 5 years as Post Graduates Teacher in any government school (non-RPVV), not more than the age of 55 years and has shown the results of class XII not less than 90% during the past three years i.e. in 2008, 2009 and 2010.

2. **For the post of Trained Graduates Teachers** –
   Any Trained Graduate Teacher working in any non-RPVV government school having an experience of at least 5 years as Trained Graduate Teacher in any government school (non-RPVV), not more than the age of 55 years and has shown the results of class X not less than 90% during the past three years i.e. in 2008, 2009 and 2010.

The applications shall be submitted in the prescribed format as given below, online at drksyadav@gmail.com or with Smt. Kumkum Lamba Principal and Convener - RPVV Kishan Ganj up to 2pm on 30.06.2010.

K.S. YADAV  
(DDE RPVV)

**Application for the post of Post Graduate and Trained Graduate Teachers in RPVVs**

**PROFORMA**

- NAME: ____________________________  Emp I. D. ____________________________
- POST HELD: ____________________________
- SCHOOL WHERE POSTED: ____________________________
- SCHOOL ID: ____________________________
- TELEPHONE NUMBERS:  
  OFFICE: ____________________________  
  RESIDENCE: ____________________________  
  MOBILE: ____________________________
- AGE AS ON 20.06.2010: ____________________________
- EXPERIENCE as PGT / TGT as applicable for the post:
  - ________________
  - ________________
  - ________________

- LAST THREE YEARS BOARD CLASSES EXAMINATION RESULTS (X/XII)
  - 2008 ____________________________
  - 2009 ____________________________
  - 2010 ____________________________

Signature of the Applicant